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Some investigators have argued that feelings, especially animal emotions, are illusory concepts
outside the realm of scientific inquiry. However, with advances in neurobiology and
neuroscience, researchers are demonstrating that this position is wrong as they move closer to a
lasting understanding of the biology and psychology of emotion. Presenting complex materials
in a readable way, the book offers a thorough summary of the fundamental neural sources of
human and animal feelings, in addition to a conceptual framework for studying emotional
systems of the brain. In Affective Neuroscience, Jaak Panksepp supplies the most up-to-date
information about the brain-operating systems that organize the fundamental emotional
tendencies of most mammals. Representing a synthetic integration of vast levels of
neurobehavioral understanding, including relevant neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, and
neurochemistry, this reserve will be one of the most important contributions to understanding
the biology of feelings since Darwins The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Pets These
issues consist of relations to human awareness and the psychiatric implications of the
knowledge. The reserve includes chapters on sleep and arousal, satisfaction and fear systems,
the resources of rage and anger, and the neural control of sexuality, as well as the more subtle
feelings related to maternal care, interpersonal reduction, and playfulness. Panksepp methods
feelings from the perspective of simple emotion theory but does not neglect to address the
complex issues raised by constructionist approaches.
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A FANTASTIC Foundation, Despite Its Age It frequently astonishes me how many of my co-
workers continue to argue that emotions are only simple reflexes that probably usually do not
also exist in animals. However anyone who spends enough time with animals constantly
observes advanced reasoning and highly developed emotions. I also wonder if any of the
information in here is outdated.Although this reserve is eight years old, it remains an excellent
foundation and context where to place more recent books and papers. Five Stars Great Five
Stars It can have tiny print. For it is becoming clear that emotion exists in every mammal up to
now studied: even mice display proof emotion.Panksepp includes dialogue of arousal and of
sleep: this one is usually of particular importance in the light of the increasing body of medical
work indicating that lots of mood disorders are secondary to disturbances of sleep, rather than
sleep disorders being a consequence of disposition disorders. He continues on to discuss
systems involved with pleasure and fear, the sources of some forms of anger and rage. He is
very great on the neural control of sexuality in pets, as well as the subtle feelings involved
maternal care, social reduction, and playfulness. The importance of these neurological systems
in human beings remains an open query: humans are therefore astonishingly complex and have
so many "extra" sizes on their behavioral actions, that it's probably unwise to reduce these
complex behaviors to the firing of groups of neurons. Think of question's that bring up new
question's and maybe even a solution.Fortunately the knowledge of the neurobiology of emotion
has taken enormous strides recently. I am very slowly studying this publication, and I am
uncertain how long I will take to finish it." 2004.. Some of this text is very gobbledygook for me
personally.with words or simply as much with both.. i've go through le doux because he's very
simple in his explanations, and in this text he is critized for his dismissal of the limbic program.
this book's central thesis can be that the "triune" mind represents an evolutionary progression,
with primal feelings [anger, fear, "seeking"] an early facet of anxious systems that conserves
across all vertebrates. after that he discusses the mroe interpersonal behaviors located within
the aged mammalian mind which we share with other mammals, etc. he provides a molecular
description of neurochemical circuits. The "book of the books" on emotions, written by the
founder of the discipline. my favorite is "Affective consciousness and the origins of individual
mind: A crucial role of brain research on animal emotions.. In the meantime, I wanted to note
here how profound this information is definitely and recommend it to all curious students. The
publication is a bit dated right today, and some new details would be useful, but the "main idea"
provided by this publication still remain incredibly valid. From chapter six on it is absolutely
awesome.... i am learning a lot, and there is a lot food for believed. From a neuroscience
perspective without forgetting the evolutionary viewpoint, the publication provides crystal clear,
exhaustive and detailed explanations beneficial to neuroscientists, psychologists and clinicians
what an emotion really is, what is its function and just why it is vital the study of the brains in
various other species for a deeper understanding of this fascinating subject. i have no idea
what's true, but as of this by reading this, at least personally i think like i am beginning to
understand the nature of exactly what it methods to be human. A Clear Launch and Much-
Needed Corrective As the parent of a son with autism trying to understand his social and
emotional deficits, I found this reserve to be clear and to offer an extremely useful framework for
understanding feelings.. It also provides clear sense of how far research has yet to visit give us a
few of the answers we most desire. Although I am sure it really is dated (around this writing), the
introductory chapters execute a wonderful job of placing the author's work in the context of the
areas of study and other sights within the same areas, describing what he sees as the strengths
and weaknesses of each position. Jaak Panksepp, long regarded as among the leaders in the



field, provides us a wonderfully readable account of a few of the neurological machinery that
helps organize emotion in ALL mammals. the origin of values We am taking great satisfaction in
learning how the values Personally i think emerge in my conscious awareness. however when i
can get through all that, i discover his hypothesis and evidence quite compelling. It'll be
beneficial to any reader who wants a deeper and more accurate picture of emotions than is
provided in well-known treatments of the topic.maybe.. i have no education in science, so i'm
interested in the materials but i haven't anything more than a senior high school science
education from the mid-1960s, so all this molecular stuff is usually frightfully problematic for me
to internalize. There are therefore many italicized words and the ones bizarre brain locations i'd
have needed a pen and pad to actually locate the semantics of those sentences...This focus on
the neurobiology of affect is welcome, though it is valuable to remember that emotion may also
be conceptualized as irreducible psychological and social functions.. Translation's and the
creative aspects of strength. Vivid and the course of clarity visionary components of Panksepps
concepts and interesting ideal's. Imagine... Lucid dream's. I cannot let you know whether this
reserve is good technology or not. The "book of the books" on Affective Neuroscience. Emotions
unwrapped A bit hard for a non scientific person to get into, nonetheless it is worthwhile to
preservere! so this publication is certainly central to my attemp to comprehend what it means to
be alive. Will require a few reads and read it again. Welcome the awesome globe of emotion
understood. Natural mode's of thinking.. Boring Unfortunately boring. And it is difficult to try and
reduce the sometimes devastating implications of emotional disturbances in people with mood
disorders to a number of reflexes. Think in pictures. revelatory text we came across the writer
through a news article in the brand new york times about laughing rats. but to me this stuff is
certainly important to make an effort to understand, and i believe this book brings an important
viewpoint to the table that i personally sympathize with therefore i choose to simply accept it -- it
fits my biases. I also need to note that what this reserve lacks in terms of an explicit scientific
philosophical base can be found in the work of Mario Bunge, specifically his Chasing Reality
along with Matter and Mind. Learning a proper system of philosophy before scanning this
reserve makes it even more exciting. In addition, it is a satisfaction to look forward to reading the
newer book by Panksepp. Outstanding work Crystal clear, informative, and groundbreaking
introduction into affective neuroscience by a superb researcher. Since 1998, Jaak Panksepp has
published many followup papers; i've no idea, i am unable of judging whether or not his work and
conclusions are valid. they had a web link to his paper, that i found fascinating, so i ordered his
book. Impuls, 57, 47–60
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